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In 1899, a journalist investigated the north-western pearling industry. Th e three-part re-
port published in the Melbourne ›Age‹ described Broome as a scenery that »would utterly 
puzzle the cleverest ethnologist« due to it »mixing of nationalities and hybrids«, which 
would continue »until Mongrelia is literally the name which should be applied to the 
region«.1 Th e reporter concluded his observations of the pearling industry – whose treat-
ment of the Indigenous Australians he described as »a blot upon Australia«2 – with an em-
phatic demand for a ›whitening‹ of an industry that he considered »a menace to the future 
welfare of the continent« and »suicidal« with regard to »national progress«.3 Th is view of 
the situation corresponded with the long-term opposition of the Labor Party. From the 
fi rst debates about an amendment to the Immigration Restriction Bill exempting the pear-
ling industry, members of the Labor Party emphasized not only the socio-economic eff ects 
of a continued introduction of ›coloured labour‹ – the substratifi cation of the society with 
a class of workers undercutting the wages of the ›white‹ workers; they, too, argued »on 
ground of racial contamination« and racial hygiene.4

Fears of a take-over by the Japanese, who numerically dominated the pearling industry 
by the mid-1890s, blended with the general, nation-wide antagonism towards the ›yellow 
peril‹ and wide-spread concerns about an ostensibly imminent invasion by ›Asian hordes‹.5 
On their way to Federation, the Australian colonies drove a hard bargain concerning 
questions of immigration and ›alien labour‹. Not least the nation-building was based on 
a constitution that had as a main focus the maintenance of a racially homogeneous – i.e. 
›white‹ – society.6 After all, the ›white Australia policy‹ did not only rigidly restrict the 
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immigration of undesired population groups but also laid the foundation for a holistic 
socio-demographic transformation in Queensland. In the case of the sugar industry, the 
accession to the Federation meant the deportation of the traditional labour force, the 
South Sea Islanders, in favour of making it a »white man’s industry«.7

Against this backdrop, and the broader atmosphere of the time, it seemed certain that 
the pearling industry should have had little chance to assert itself against the demands to 
replace the Japanese, Malayans and other non-white workers, including the diminishing 
number of Indigenous Australians, with British and other European workers. 

Yet, despite several attempts to transform the industry, peaking in 1911/12,8 the pearl-
ers’ resistance led to »the only formal exception ever made to the White Australia Policy«,9 
and the pearling industry is today described as a »rare exemption from the White Australia 
policy«,10 a »hole in White Australia«11 and »Australia’s sole exception«12 from the prohi-
bition of coloured labour. Th e Australian Government’s offi  cial website even locates this 
special status geographically and states that »Broome was made an exception to the White 
Australia Policy«.13

Th is project picks up on the defi nitional area of tension created by the Broome in-
dustry as ›exception‹ or ›exemption‹ and investigates not only into processes within the 
pearling industry but also situates it into a broader societal and cultural context within an 
Australian but also global frame. 

As two extremes, ›exception‹ considers the pearling industry as a special provision for a 
situation in which, in the face of the pearl-shells’ value and white unfi tness, the prevailing 
racism receded behind the economic signifi cance of the pearling industry; ›exemption‹ 
would mean a special position, an exceptional situation in which racism was subdued 
and a chance of multicultural coexistence seemed feasible. Th e former leaves open the 
question of the pearlers’ legitimation of their special status in the light of the nation-wide 
anti-Asian reasoning and the strong opposition against the introduction of non-European 
labour. Whereas the latter permits the examination of Broome’s social scenery in terms of a 
›positive utopia‹ – inspired by the Black Atlantic studies – which focusses on intra- and in-
ternational mediation and processes of transnational cohabitation in a rather isolated part 
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of the Australian continent. In any case, the tension between ›exception‹ and ›exemption‹ 
mirrors the political and societal distortions in the history of the pearling industry and the 
long-term negotiations about manner and methods of its perpetuation in the context of 
›white Australia‹.

Based on previous studies of the pearling industry, which predominantly concentrate 
on the Queensland part of the industry or on particular population groups,14 the inves-
tigation shall take into account public discourse, e.g. newspapers, as well as the political 
debates, i.e. parliamentary debates and legislation. Moreover, to date a broader embedding 
into the societal, political and cot least cultural atmosphere of the time – for instance, with 
regard to the invasion novels which, after 1905, identifi ed the Japanese as the main threat 
and the northern coasts of the continent as the stepping stone to the hostile take-over of 
the whole continent15 – seems to be underexposed. 

›Exception or Exemption‹ analyses the multicultural situation in the north-west of 
Australia and the local upheavals that were caused by the discussion of a ›white pearling 
industry‹. Extending the investigative frame, it looks at the reception of ›white Australia‹ 
in Broome and the perception of Broome in ›white Australia‹: what role did the ›white 
Australia policy‹ play in one of the remotest locations of the continent and what where 
the implications for its inhabitants with their multitude of national backgrounds? And 
how was the exceptional situation of Broome’s industry refl ected within the widespread 
discourse of ›white Australia‹?

Part of this research project will also be a comparative analysis with the ›whitening 
process‹ of another industry: the sugar production of Queensland.16 Doing so will enable 
me to exemplify the particular conditions in Broome on the several levels of political, 
economic and cultural relations. With the ›whitening‹ of the Queensland sugar industry 
taking place at the exact same time of the increased eff orts to convert the workforce of the 
pearling industry – what were the lines of argumentation that, despite the racism of the 
time, or in accordance with it, accomplished to secure a unique position for Broome in 
›white Australia‹ that is perpetuated in the literature until today .

14 For instance, Regina Ganter: Th e Pearl-Shellers of Torres Strait. Resource use, development and de-
cline, 1860s-1960s. Carlton, Vic: Melbourne University Press 1994; Lorraine Philips: Plenty More 
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litical Economy of Australian Capitalism, ed. by E. L. Wheelwright, Ken Buckley. Sydney: Australia 
and New Zealand Book Co. 1980, pp. 58-84; Julia Martínez, Adrian Vickers: Th e Pearl Frontier. 
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Heritage, 3, 1979, 10, pp. 8-27; Jeremy Beckett: Th e Torres Strait Islanders and the Pearling Industry. 
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Australian Crisis. Gloucester: Dodo Press 2009 [1909].

16 For this I can rely on an extensive study – cf. Stefanie Aff eldt: Consuming Whiteness. Australian Rac-
ism and the ›White Sugar Campaign‹. Berlin [et al.]: Lit 2014. Th ere, pp. 13ff ., I have discussed in 
detail my methodological approach which I will draw on in the project presented here also. 


